Gene Techno Science Co., Ltd. was established in March 2001 as a drug development venture company for developing new drugs from the findings in the Institute of Genetic Medicine, Hokkaido University.

We perform the research about disease-related genes / the substances in the onset / the mechanism, and the development of potential seeds for treatment / diagnosis.

We focus the search of the seeds on biomedicine (protein medicine / antibody medicine / RNAi medicine etc.) and achieve the results such as license-outs of antibody medicine.

In addition, while the solution of the issue of medical cost increasing rapidly with aging is expected, we are going ahead through the development to the realization of the biosimilar in cooperation with pharmaceutical companies.

We contribute to conquest of difficult illness through the development of the new medicine, and to eliminate health disparities by reducing the medical cost through development of the good quality biosimilar product, and to the quality of life (QOL) improvement of people, and our wish is to offer the social environment that can feel relieved.

---

**Corporate Profile**

Gene Techno Science Co., Ltd.

Address : 1, Kita 2-jo Nishi 9-chome, Chuo-ku, Sapporo, Hokkaido 0600002, JAPAN
Company Representative : Masanari Kawaminami, president
URL : http://www.g-gts.com/home.html
Foundation : March, 2001
Capital : 604,075,000 Yen
Employees : 8

**Business Overview**  ① Development of New biomedicine  ② Development of biosimilars  ③ Consultation of biomedicine development

Contact : Ryu Maeda, Administrative Department
E-mail : ryumaeda@g-gts.com